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1. INTRODUCTION

The thesis concerns two independent papers [1] and [2]. The common sub-
jects of both these papers are nonlinear integrable partial differential equations,
their recursion operators and hierarchies of symmetries generated by them.

In the first paper an example is given of a recursion operator and its inverse
having two unusal properties: Both of them are second order integro-differential
operators and each of them lowers the order of symmetries in a half of hierarchy.
The corresponding positive and negative hierarchies consist of local symmetries
alone.

The second paper gives an example of the inverse recursion operator and a
zero curvature representation, both related to nontrivial and nonsemisimple Lie
algebra, for which the relationship between the zero curvature representation and
nonlocal terms in the inverse recusion operator holds as well as in examples in
the simple algebra case known so far.

2. SYMMETRIES AND RECURSION OPERATORS

A real-valued smooth functionF : Jn −→ R in ap dependent variablesx =
(x1, . . ., xp), a finite numberq of independent variablesuα and their derivatives
uα

I , whereI denotes a finite symmetric multiindex in the independent variables,
defined on an open subset of then-th jet space, is called adifferential functionof
ordern. A functionF : J∞ −→ R, depending on a finite number of derivatives
of order at mostn, is considered to be a differential function of ordern.

Let F (x, u(n)) be a differential function of ordern. Thetotal derivativeof F
with respect toxi is the(n + 1)-st order differential functionDiF satisfying

DiF (x, jn+1
x f) =

∂

∂xi F (x, jn
x f)

for any smooth functionf : X −→ R. The total derivatives can be understood
as vector fields onJn.

In this and all following sections we will restrict ourself to the case of partial
differential equations of two independent variables:

Consider a system of nonlinear partial differential equations

∆µ(x, y, u(n)) = 0, µ = 1, . . ., l, (1)

in two independent variablesx, y, where∆µ = ∆µ(x, y, uα, uα
x , uα

y , . . ., uα
I ),

α = 1, . . ., q, are smooth differential functions of ordern depending on inde-
pendent and dependent variables and finite number of derivatives of the depen-
dent variables; hereI is the symmetric multiindex running over the set{x, y}.

By equation manifoldE associated with the system (1) we mean the subman-
ifold of J∞ determined by the infinite system of equations

DI∆µ = 0,
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whereI is running over all symmetric multiindices in independent variables
{x, y}. Note that the total derivativesDx, Dy are tangent toE so the equation
itself can be identified with the equation manifold equipped by restricted total
derivatives.

Consider a differential functionF of x, y, dependent variablesuj and its
derivativesuj

I , j = 1, . . ., q. The directional derivativeor linearization of F
alongq-component vectorU = (U1, . . ., Uq) is given by expression

`F [U ] =
q∑

j=1

∑
I

∂F

∂uk
I

Uk
I .

Geometrically, the linearizationV E can be introduced as the vertical vector bun-
dle V E −→ E with respect to the projectionE −→ M on the base manifold;
Uk are then additional dependent variables along the fibers of the projection
V E −→ E .

Variablesx, y, uα
x , uα

y , . . ., uα
I , . . . are calledlocal. Additional variableszi,

i = 1, . . ., k are callednonlocal variablesif there are differential functionsf i, gi

depending on a finite number of local variables such that the system of equations

zi
x = f i, zi

y = gi, i = 1, . . ., k (2)

is fulfilled and system (2) is compatible as a consequence of (1). We do not need
the more general case whenf andg may depend on nonlocal variables as well.

A morphismof equation manifoldsE , E ′ is the mappingE ′ −→ E which com-
mute with projections to the base manifolds and preserves the total derivatives.
A bijective morphism of equation manifolds is called anisomorphism. The in-
verse of an isomorphism is also an isomorphism. A morpism maps solutions of
the the system to solutions.

A coveringover an equation manifoldE is a pair consisting of another equa-
tion manifoldE ′ and a surjective morphismE ′ −→ E . Two coveringsE ′, E ′′ are
isomorphicoverE when there exists an isomorphismE ′ −→ E ′′ that commutes
with the projections toE . A covering istrivial if it is isomorphic to one with
f i = 0, gi = 0.

One can define asymmetryof (1) as a real-valued, vector-valued or matrix-
valued differential functionU that satisfỳ ∆[U ] = 0 on solution manifoldE of
(1).

MorphismsE −→ V E that are section of the bundleV E −→ E corresponds to
symmetries ofE . A nonlocalsymmetry corresponds to a morphismE ′ −→ V E
overE , whereE ′ is a covering of the original equation.

Consider the system (1) together with2k equations (2). This pair generates
a covering whereE ′ = E × Rk is a trivial vector bundle andz1, . . ., zk are
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coordinates onRk. If f i, gi are functions defined onE ′ such that vector fields

D′
x = Dx +

k∑
i=1

f i ∂

∂zi , D′
y = Dy +

k∑
i=1

gi ∂

∂zi

commute, thenE ′ with total derivativesD′
x, D′

y is k-dimensional covering over
the equation manifoldE

Letg be a matrix Lie algebra with associated connected and simply connected
matrix Lie groupG. A g-valued zero-curvature representation(ZCR) forE is a
g-valued1-form α = Adx + Bdy defined onE such that

DyA−DxB + [A,B] = 0

holds onE , whereA, B areg-valued differential functions, which depends on
x, y, u and its derivativesuI and possibly on an essential (spectral) parameterλ.

Given an arbitraryG-valued functionH we have another ZCR

αH = AHdx + BHdy,

where
AH = DxHH−1 + HAH−1, BH = DyHH−1 + HBH−1.

The newαH is calledgauge equivalentto α. A ZCR is trivial when it is gauge
equivalent to zero. In such a caseA = DxHH−1, B = DyHH−1. A covering
E ′ −→ E is said totrivialize a ZCRα if the pullback ofα along the morphism
E ′ −→ E is a trivial ZCR.

In Olver’s formalism (see [Ol1] for the details), a recursion operator is a lin-
ear integro-differential (pseudodifferential) operator, which maps symmetries
to symmetries. Integro-differential operators involve inversesD−1 of the to-
tal derivative operatorD = Dx. HereD−1 is formally defined by identities
D ◦D−1 = id, D−1 ◦D = id. However, the latter identity is actually invalid.
To fix such a weakness, G. A. Guthrie [G] introduced another definition of re-
cursion operator. It was equivalently formulated in [M] as follows: Arecursion
operator for an equation manifoldE is a pair of coveringsK, L : R −→ V E
over the linearizationV E of E such thatK andL commutes with projections of
V E to E .

Given a recursion operatorR for a system of differential equations, we can
generate an infinite hierarchy of local symmetries from any one symmetryU by
repetitive applyingR to U [Ol2]. Since the operatorR is usually a differential
operator of order greater than1, such a hierarchy consits of increasing-order
symmetries.

According to J. M. Verosky [V], the hierarchy of symmetries generated by a
recursion operator may be extended to the negative direction by inverting the op-
eratorR. The inverted recursion operatorR−1 generates an analogic hierarchy
of symmetries, which are, as a rule, nonlocal. We call this half of the hierarchy
anegativepart in opposite to the original Olver’s part calledpositive.
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3. CAN WE ALWAYS DISTINGUISH BETWEEN POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE

HIERARCHIES?

In the paper [1] we consider the partial differential equation

uxy = uuxx + 1
2 u2

x + u, (3)

which is a particular case of the transformed Manna–Neveu generalization [MN]
of the Hunter–Saxton equation ([HS] and [HZ]).

We give two recursion operatorsN andR for this equation. Namely, we ob-
serve that the right-hand side of the evolution equation

ut =
uxxx

(2 uxx + 1)3/2
,

happens to be a symmetry for (3). This evolution equation can be transformed
into the Harry Dym equation, and this yields the first recursion operatorN for
both (3) and the evolution equation in question. The second recursion operatorR
originates from the zero curvature representation for (3) through the procedure
suggested in [MSe].

The operatorsR andN are mutually inverse second order integro-differential
operators. Each of them increases the order of symmetries in a half of hierarchy
and lowers the order in the other half.Boththe positive and negative hierarchies
consist oflocal symmetries. So, in this particular example, there is no difference
between the positive and negative hierarchy.

4. A CONJECTURE CONCERNING NONLOCAL TERMS OF RECURSION

OPERATORS

In the paper [2] we investigate a relationship between the zero curvature rep-
resentation of nonlinear partial differential equation in dimension two and the
algebra of recursion operators. As observed in [MSe], ifR is a ”conventional”
recursion operator of an integrable system, then the nonlocal variableΨ of N,
N = (R + λ)−1 turns out to beg-valued and related to zero-curvature represen-
tationAdx + Bdy in a unique way

Ψx = [A,Ψ] + `A[U ],

Ψy = [B,Ψ] + `B [U ],
(4)

whereU denotes an arbitrary symmetry. The parameterλ can be identified with
the spectral parameter of the zero curvature representation.

In the examples considered so far the Lie algebrag was a simple algebra
(or an abelian algebra). However, in the general case ofg having a nontrivial
solvable part examples seemed to suggest that (4) is invalid.

The simplest counterexample was the inverse recursion operator for the
mKdV equation, considered in [G] and [M]. In [2] this example is revised and
shown that (4) holds.
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Then we consider another equation considered by M. V. Foursov in [F] to-
gether with its direct and inverse recursion operator, both being related to a non-
trivial nonsemisimple algebra. It is shown that (4) is also fulfilled in this case.

These facts suggest universal validity of (4), but further examples are to be
considered.
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